Tutorial:

Physical and Market Mechanisms for the Non-Power Systems Professional

Instructors: Carl Kropp & Aidan Foss

The tutorial is intended for the non-power system professional. The objective is to provide the participant with:

- Familiarization with the language of the power system professional and the electricity trader.
- An understanding of the operating constraints of the electric power system and how they affect electrical energy transfer and trading.
- A review of the new electricity industry structure and trading arrangements in Ontario

Ontario Power System Overview

Over the past century, power systems across the world have evolved according to similar principles, involving three-phase alternating currents with frequencies of either 50 or 60Hz. Large generating stations, supporting the system frequency and voltage profile, generally form the backbone of these systems. As it is impractical to store electrical energy in significant quantities, the power system operates like a single gigantic machine with electrical power produced by the generators just as it is required by the loads. Attendees be introduced to:

- Key characteristics of modern power systems
- Generation, transmission, distribution and load.
- Active and reactive Power
- Overview of the Ontario electricity system including voltage levels, network and substation configurations, interconnections and generation mix.

Transmission Constraints

The power system plays a pivotal role in enabling conditions for an electrical energy market to exist. Ideally, there should be no limits on the power transfer capability between generators and consumers. In practice, however, the power system is designed and operated to specified levels of reliability and power transfer. Attendees will be introduced to:

- Thermal constraints and boundary transfer capability
- Voltage constraints, voltage management and reactive power balance
- Electromechanical constraints and the maintenance of synchronism
- Technologies for enhancing power transfer capability: fixed, controllable and FACTS devices

Power System Management

Power System Management involves the economic provision of services for energy balancing and for the maintenance of power system integrity. The former creates a requirement for power transfer, whereas the latter service places constraints on the amount of power that can be transmitted. Together they require real-time adjustment generation to match demand, with on-going assessment of the system integrity, and long-term investment planning to provide the necessary infrastructure. Attendees will be introduced to:

- Demand profiles, energy balancing, frequency management & reserves
- Load duration curves, baseload and peaking plant, merit & bid orders
- System planning and operating standards: NERC, OEB, IMO
- System monitoring and control
- Contingency analysis for power system operation and investment planning
Ontario Deregulated Trading Arrangements

Prior to 1998, the Ontario public electrical utility was a vertically integrated monopoly. In response to increasing concerns, particularly regarding debt, the Electricity Act was passed in 1998 which unbundled the industry and introduced competitive trading in energy. This involved a wholesale market with time-of-day spot pricing, and options for bilateral trading. At the retail level, it introduced unbundled billing with options for financial hedging. Attendees will be introduced to:

- Historical review of the reasons for change in Ontario.
- The 1998 Electricity Act and the changes it introduced
- Your new electricity bill.
- How the spot price is determined
- The Market Power Mitigation Agreement
- The Standard Supply Service and retail financial hedging options
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